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March is our Sea Turtle Awareness Month
Gumbo Limbo Nature Center invites you to celebrate the beginning of sea turtle nesting season with an entire 
month of activities which can be enjoyed indoors and outdoors while safely observing social distancing.

We have four interactive walking exhibits within our parks for you to learn about sea turtles and how to protect 
them. Try the Forest Riddle Walk along Gumbo Limbo’s boardwalk, a Conservation Walk on A1A in front of Gumbo 
Limbo, a Sea Turtle Rescue Walk at Red Reef Park, and the StoryWalk at Boca Raton’s Spanish River Library, which 
features the book “Where Should Turtle Be?” Be sure to visit the Downtown Library’s newest photography exhibit, 
"Into the Blue" by Max Blakesberg.

Register for children’s sea turtle-themed programs and tune in to our social media channels for live turtle talks with 
our sea turtle rehabilitation staff, videos, photos, stories, and more to learn how you can be a steward during sea 
turtle nesting season and beyond!

If all this fun isn’t enough, we are offering a series of giveaway gift baskets, generously donated by the Friends of 
Gumbo Limbo.  Check our website to stay up to date on all the activities and to enter for a chance to win!

http://www.GumboLimbo.org/Sea-Turtle-Day
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Manager's Corner
When we closed our doors nearly a year ago, 
we had no idea what the future would bring.  
When I look back now, I can’t believe all that 
we have accomplished.  For those of you that 
have followed along on our journey (virtually, of 
course), thank you!  For those of you wondering, 
“What the heck is Leanne talking about?” Please 
continue reading…

Though we have closed our doors to the public 
for now, we have never stopped working.  Our 
dedication to our mission “To inspire stewardship 
of coastal and marine ecosystems” has never 
faltered.

Unable to teach programs and classes in public, our Education team switched to a virtual format.  Not content with 
simply filming our classes, our team has become accomplished directors, producers, and editors.  In fact, many of 
our programs are a multi-media adventure complete with special effects, sound effects, and captions!  Knowing that 
the littlest learners needed something hands on, we have provided crafts and experiments to go along with some 
of our programming.  Our Summer Camp was a virtual learning adventure, and explorers from all over the country 
tuned in as we explored habitats near and far (and had a lot of fun too!).  A whole page of our website has been 
dedicated to being At Home with Gumbo Limbo, and another to Virtual Programs!

Our care for our animals has never stopped, and we have treated over 100 sea turtles in our rehabilitation center 
since last March.  Our Rehabilitation team has been featured in documentaries, news stories, and even featured 
on NBC’s The Today Show!  The Friends of Gumbo Limbo purchased a sea turtle rescue van and donated it to our 
program so that we always have a dedicated vehicle on hand for turtle rescue, transport, and release.  Our aquarium 
residents have gotten just as much attention and love.  Over the summer, we were able to successfully relocate four 
of our tarpon and two moray eels to a larger facility in the State, ensuring that they have a perfectly sized home for 
the rest of their lives.

We have continued building and installing exhibits on site, also thanks to the generosity of Friends of Gumbo Limbo.  
We have an exhibit focused on what our animals eat each day (spoiler alert: it’s a lot of food), and one on the Legacy 
of Litter.  If you haven’t been to visit our boardwalk, open since June, winding through the coastal hammock forest 
and accessible from Red Reef Park, I encourage you to visit!  We have a series of exhibits for you to enjoy including 
a History of Gumbo Limbo, information about the plants and animals in the coastal hammock forest, a “Mindful 
Moments” meditative walk, and for Sea Turtle Awareness Month, a series of riddles to test your knowledge.

While the rest of our facility remains closed, we are continuing with some much-needed upgrades and renovations 
that were already planned for this year.  A new roof was recently installed on our main building, and we are planning 
for new hurricane impact windows and a completely new HVAC system in the Nature Center in the next couple of 
months.  Also planned is replacement of the wooden deck and railings around the nature center.  We have built a 
surgical suite in our Sea Turtle Rehabilitation Facility.  As you can imagine, much of this construction is extremely 
disruptive and safer and easier to complete while we do not have visitors on site.  The construction and upgrades 
should be completed by late spring or early summer.

Until next time,
Leanne

Visit our YouTube channel and check out many of our virtual programs!

https://www.gumbolimbo.org/At-Home-with-Gumbo-Limbo
https://www.gumbolimbo.org/virtual-programs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9tm5CEqlHaw&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/user/GumboLimboNC
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Moving On
After growing up with visions of joining Jacques Cousteau and his 
crew on the Calypso, I quickly learned there were few jobs of that 
nature in the real world.  I dabbled in psychology, biology, and got an 
advanced degree in biochemistry.  But in the end, I wound up with a 
PhD in Marine Zoology.

I came to Florida to take a job in a company that made 
chromatography equipment but soon realized I did not like industry.  
I headed out to the beach in Juno Beach to contemplate my future 
and tripped over a nesting loggerhead turtle in the dune path.  I 
quickly learned what I wanted to do when I grow up!  I volunteered at 
Loggerhead Marinelife Center (then known simply as the Marinelife 
Center) counting sea turtle nests in Juno Beach.  Later, I got a job 
at the St. Lucie Nuclear Power Plant rescuing sea turtles and other 
marine animals from the intake canal, collecting biometric data, and 
releasing them back into the ocean.

Then I had an opportunity to move to Boca Raton to be the Marine Conservationist at Gumbo Limbo Nature 
Center.  Soon, I had my own Marine Turtle Permit from the State and hired six Marine Turtle Specialists to work with 
me.  During that first year, we caged every sea turtle nest in Boca Raton for a research study with Florida Atlantic 
University.  We found that the cages used for years to protect the egg and hatchlings from predators were actually 
attracting the raccoons to the nests!  During the years that followed, we discontinued the labor-intense task of 
caging every nest and we had more time to collect detailed data on the nests.

In 2001 we started collecting GPS location data for every crawl which really opened our eyes as to what was going 
on in sea turtle world on the beach.  We noticed a big decline in nesting in South Beach Park and wondered why this 
was happening.  Then we noticed that nesting was increasing in front of condominiums on the beach.  The problem 
was sky-glow created by all the lights from the developed areas to the west; that led to my first contact with the 
International Dark Sky Association and I have been involved ever since.  I presently serve on their Lighting Technical 
Committee and have been invited to speak at their meetings.

Within the City of Boca Raton, I always had a good relationship with Development Services Environmental 
Officers and have been asked to provide input to a variety of beachfront issues.  I am also grateful to the City’s GIS 
Department for all their help since 2001!

Best of all, I was fortunate enough to have had many outstanding turtle specialists who really made me look much 
better than I am.  I would never have been able to accomplish what I did without them!  What I am most proud of is 
how many of them ended up with full time jobs in biology, many with sea turtles.  Also, many of them have gotten 
or are working on advanced degrees; several have received PhDs, and at least one has become a lawyer.  Others 
work(ed) for the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission and some even ended up getting full time 
positions at Gumbo Limbo.  The Whitney Lab Sea Turtle Hospital was started by one of my first turtle specialists and 
is promoting research on fibropapillomatosis.  I am also proud of our Sea Turtle Rehabilitation Facility which I fought 
to create for many years due to the high number of injured and diseased sea turtles in South Palm Beach County.

All in all, I could not have done any of this without the turtle specialists, the staff at Gumbo Limbo, various 
departments in the City, and the Friends of Gumbo Limbo!  Thank you all for making me look good!

- Dr. Kirt Rusenko, Retired Marine Conservationist 
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What About the Gopher Tortoises?
April 10th is Florida Gopher Tortoise Day and every year 
we at Gumbo Limbo celebrate this remarkable reptile.  In 
2020, fresh under lock down due to the pandemic, we 
celebrated with a quick post on social media.  This year 
will be the same, but I thought we should check in with 
the Gumbo Limbo tortoises to see what they’ve been up 
to this past year.

Just before we shut down, there were plans to remodel 
their enclosure.  We had already put in a vertical palette 
garden and had planned to plant a vegetable garden 
along the border.  While these plans haven’t changed, 
they have been put on hold.  So, during 2020 humans 
weren’t the only ones to have their plans changed. One of Gumbo Limbo’s gopher tortoises.  Photos by Ben Hicks.

While we’ve been closed, our three tortoises have adjusted to a new way to interact with visitors, virtually!  They 
have been starring in many of the education teams’ virtual program videos.  During last summer’s virtual camp, 
they were featured in a video that taught campers about turtles and tortoises.  By the way, you can check that 
video out on our YouTube page; it’s pretty cute, not to mention educational.  The tortoises also got in on the TikTok 
craze during camp as well.  This year, they even had a video of them making a prediction of the “Big Game” at the 
beginning of February.

One of the few perks of being closed to the public, meant our gopher tortoises got to enjoy enrichment walks 
around our facility to explore our exhibits!  They especially enjoyed going for going for daily walks in the sunshine 
and grass of one of our lawns.  This is one of their favorite things to do since they get to snack on the grass as they 
walk.  They still receive their daily baths, except for those cold and chilly mornings, in which case they get to skip 
bath time and stay in their nice warm “bed”.

So why have a yearly tribute for gopher tortoises?  What’s so special that they get their own day on the calendar?  
Gopher tortoises, Gopherus polyphemus, are federally listed as a threatened species and reside throughout the 
entire state of Florida.  Not only are tortoises protected under law but so are their burrows.  Of course, their burrow 
is not just where they live, but their burrows also provide shelter to many other animals that live nearby.  This can 

include other reptiles like snakes, small mammals like 
mice and rabbits, insects, and arachnids.  All these 
animals share this “safe” space that the tortoise 
creates underground.  For this reason, gopher 
tortoises are considered a “keystone” species.  If you 
remove gopher tortoises from the ecosystem, the 
entire system will collapse.  They are heavily relied 
upon by many other species in their ecosystem.

So, when April 10th arrives, we hope you will take a 
moment to acknowledge their importance by viewing 
and sharing our post, watching an educational video, 
or anything to bring awareness to a truly remarkable 
and resilient animal.

By Christie Collins, Science Educator
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Mindful Moments
This year has been many things to many people, but I think we 
can all agree that it has been stressful.  Chronic stress can have 
terrible consequences on our health.  Exposure to nature has 
proven benefits helping relax the body and recharge the mind.

Time spent in nature helps balance out your body’s natural 
rhythms, it relaxes, and helps to renew and recover.  With that in 
mind, we would like to invite you to explore Gumbo Limbo Nature 
Center’s newest temporary exhibit Mindful Moments: A Self-
Guided Meditative Experience.

We invite you to set aside a half hour to focus on yourself.  Take a 
leisurely stroll along the coastal hardwood hammock boardwalk.  
Notice the trees, focus on your breathing, take a moment to focus 
on your own wellbeing.

Mindful Moments consists of eight quotes from artists, scientists, writers, and naturalists, celebrating our 
interconnection with the environment.  We hope you find inspiration and reflection reading these words and 
consider their meaning among the trees.

To accompany the installation, we have developed a companion e-book, that you can access through our website 
and bring with you on your journey.  The companion self-guided tour includes directions for simple exercises to 
practice as you walk through the woods.

We hope this new experience will help bring some peace to you and our community.  We are interconnected, 
neighbors and family, trees in a forest.  Only together will we grow, only together will we persist.

by Cory Keester-O'Mills, Exhibits Coordinator

Today I have grown taller from walking with the trees.

Karle Wilson Baker

The Gumbo Limbo Nature Center Boardwalk is accessible from the Red Reef Municipal Golf Course parking lot, just 
south of our nature center on Ocean Boulevard.  Parking fees must be paid at the meter.

While visiting City of Boca Raton properties, we ask all visitors to wear masks, maintain physical distancing of six 
feet, and best community health practices.

Mindful Moments is the first of a series of self-guided tours to be offered on Gumbo Limbo Nature Center grounds.  
Follow us on social media and check our website for new programs.

https://www.canva.com/design/DAEFuhbMGC4/K2PMhKoD1OSLNyrTx6SRWQ/view?utm_content=DAEFuhbMGC4&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link&utm_source=sharebutton
https://www.gumbolimbo.org/selfguidedtours
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The First Arrivers
The official start date for sea turtle nesting season varies across the state 
of Florida.  In the Panhandle, it begins on May 1.  On the northeast and 
west coasts, it begins on April 15.  In southeast Florida, from Volusia County 
through Miami-Dade County, nesting season begins on March 1.  The 
reason for the earlier start date in southeast Florida is because, unlike the 
rest of the state, southeast Florida’s beaches have leatherback nesting.  
These first arrivers begin nesting in March and sometimes as early as 
February!  Loggerheads begin nesting in late April or early May, hence the 
later start dates, and green turtles do not begin nesting until late May or 
early June.

The leatherback is a critically endangered species and is the largest and 
most unique of all sea turtles.  Adults typically reach lengths of 6 to 8 feet 
and weigh between 600 and 1500 pounds.  They are the only species of 
sea turtle that does not have a hard shell, or carapace, with scutes (hard 
plates similar to your fingernails).  Instead, their carapace is elongated and 
leathery (hence their name), with ridges running from head to tail, making 
them very hydrodynamic in the water.  Their diet consists of jellyfish and 
they can live in colder water and dive deeper than any other sea turtle.  
They have massive flippers and are known to be great migrators, traversing 
entire ocean basins, returning to nesting beaches such as the east coast of 
Florida to deposit their eggs in the sand.

A typical female leatherback will nest multiple times in one season at intervals 
of every 9-12 days and then not come back to nest for another two to three 
years.  She will lay about 75 eggs in each nest, along with 20 or more yolkless 
eggs, often referred to as spacers.  While the purpose of these spacers is 
unclear, they are believed to provide space amongst the eggs and aid in gas 
exchange within the clutch.  The incubation period for a leatherback nest can 
range from 60 to 75 days, depending on nest conditions and temperature.  And 
like other species of sea turtles, the hatchlings emerge from the nest at night 
and scramble to the ocean to begin their life journey.

Palm Beach and Martin counties combine to account for 65 to 
75% of all leatherback nesting in Florida in any given season.  
In 2020, the two counties had 1193 of the 1652 leatherback 
nests in the state (72%).  This was considered a very good year 
as the previous 5-year statewide total averaged 1053 nests 
per season.  Boca Raton’s five miles of beach is located at the 
southern end of the leatherback nesting range and has an 
average of about 12 leatherback nests per season.  Dating back 
to 1988, since all five miles of beach have been consistently 
monitored, Boca Raton’s record high was 33 nests in 2012, and 
low of only 2 in 1994.  In 2020, we had 18 leatherback nests.  
How many will we get in 2021?  We look forward to finding 
out.  Stay tuned!

By David Anderson, Sea Turtle Conservation Coordinator
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Sleeping with the Fish!
During the daytime the sunlight makes for a striking 
view in the aquariums at Gumbo Limbo.  The fish swim 
around showing natural behaviors like foraging for food, 
defending a territory, or keeping an eye out for potential 
predators.  But what happens when the lights go out?
Many of the fish go to sleep!  It may not be sleep in the 
traditional sense that we humans think of sleep, but 
more of resting phase for the fish.  Their activity level 
declines, the fish’s colors tend to lighten up a little, and 
they have been noted to slow their breathing.  Even 
while resting, fish are aware of their surroundings (an 
adaptation to keep an eye out for predators), but their 
reactions are slowed.  Are they sleeping with their eyes 
open?  Sort of… fish do not have eyelids so they cannot 
close them at night.

A parrotfish in a mucus cocoon.
Photo Credit: Igor Cristino Silva Cruz - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0 

Some parrotfish species even make their own beds by creating a mucus cocoon at night.  The mucus comes out 
of the mouth and surrounds the entire animal in a thin clear sack.  Think of it as a slimy fishy sleeping bag.  The 
purpose of this cocoon is unknown, but scientists are attempting to study whether it might mask the fish’s scent 
at night or possibly keep parasites from attacking the fish while it sleeps.  No matter what it is for, it is an amazing 
adaptation to night life on the reef.

Some fish are nocturnal predators and come out at night to hunt.  Moray eels are an example of a fish that hunts at 
night.  Their eyesight is very poor but, in the dark, their developed sense of smell helps them find resting fish that 
are unaware of the danger.  Other predators, like squirrel fish, have very large eyes for hunting at night.  They swim 
up into the reefs from their daytime hiding spots at greater depths and use any small bit of moonlight or starlight 
they can find to help them locate prey in the dark.

Gumbo Limbo’s outdoor aquariums are supplied with natural ocean water which means that our fish still get many 
of their natural behavioral cues such as changing temperatures and daylight.  The aquarium is a busy place, no 
matter what time of the day it is.

By Keith Herman, Senior Aquarist

We are Revamping our Membership Program!
Friends of Gumbo Limbo is excited to share that we are revamping our membership program in order to enhance 
your experience with us.

The new roll out starts in March in conjunction with Sea Turtle Awareness Month. Keep an eye out for exciting 
announcements and what benefits will come with the new and improved Friends of Gumbo Limbo membership.

If you want to keep up to date with Friends of Gumbo Limbo and member-only exclusives, make sure to add mail@
mail.punchbowl.com to your address book so you don’t miss a thing!

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=49129208
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March and April Virtual Programs
Animal Adventures Virtual Camp - 
Sensational Sea Turtles
Join us online during school breaks to explore topics in 
science and nature.  Through interactive virtual group 
sessions and activities, your child will have fun learning 
about Florida’s wildlife and unique ecosystems.  Register 
for one or more days.  Each virtual session will include 
group interactions, home activities, and craft ideas 
that will get your child outside exploring, enjoying, and 
learning about nature.  Registration required through 
WebTrac.  Cost per child per day: Resident/Member $10, 
Non-resident/Non-member $12
• Children in grades 1-3
•  Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday; March 15, 16, 17
•  11:30 am-1:30 pm
•  Day 1: Leatherbacks and Loggerheads 
•  Day 2: Greens and Hawksbills 
•  Day 3: Ridleys and Flatbacks

• Children in grades 4-5 
•  Thursday, Friday; March 18, 19
•  11:30 am-1:30 pm
•  Day 1: Leatherbacks and Loggerheads 
•  Day 2: Green Sea Turtles and Hawksbills

Beachcombing Gumbo Limbo Style!
This self-guided adventure will give you both the 
knowledge and incentive to get out, enjoy the beach, find 
cool natural treasures, and help wildlife all at the same 
time.  Available anytime on our website.

Appreciation Days at Gumbo Limbo
Join us on Facebook Live as we celebrate the well-known 
and the not-so-well-known National Appreciation Days! 
World Planting Day

March 21 is World Planting Day!  This is a day dedicated 
to planting in whatever capacity you are able, from 
indoor to outdoor planting, joining a community garden 
to supporting an organization that plants trees, or even 
spreading the word on the importance of plants and 
pollinators.   Exercise your green thumb with Gumbo 
Limbo as we share some fun and practical ideas about 
growing plants wherever you may be.
• Sunday, March 21, 10:00 am
• Recommended for ages 10-adult.  Free.

Gopher Tortoise Day

April 10 is the day we celebrate Florida’s only native 
tortoise, the gopher tortoise.  Learn how the threatened 
gopher tortoise provides shelter for over 360 other 
species, and how we can help in its struggle for survival!  
Visit our At Home with Gumbo Limbo page for gopher 
tortoise and other nature activities for all ages!
• Saturday, April 10, 10:00 am
• Recommended for all ages.  Free.

Little Wonders and Nature Detectives
Join us, at your convenience, for a virtual nature 
exploration.  This prerecorded monthly program includes 
a nature lesson, story-time videos, and a free craft 
kit.  New topics are released monthly (previous topics 
available anytime).  Call 561-544-8612 to reserve your 
free craft kit.  Visit our website on (or after) March 20 
and April 10  for the program links to our new lessons, 
craft demonstrations, and read-aloud story time videos!
• Ages 3-4 and 5-6.  Free. 

The Science of Nature
Join us monthly on Facebook Live for a naturalist guided 
lesson on coastal ecology topics. Recordings available of 
previous lessons.
• Sundays, March 14 and April 11, 10:00 am
• Recommended for ages 10-adult.

https://www.myboca.us/716/Online-Program-Registration-Information
http://www.gumbolimbo.org/virtual-programs#Beachcombing
http://www.facebook.com/GumboLimboNatureCenter
https://www.gumbolimbo.org/At-Home-with-Gumbo-Limbo
https://www.gumbolimbo.org/little-wonder-nature-detectives
http://www.facebook.com/GumboLimboNatureCenter
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New and Improved Treatment and Surgery Room
We have some exciting news!  While we may be closed, we certainly have not stopped caring... both for our marine 
life and our nature center.  We've taken full advantage of the of these closures and have been hard at work updating 
and renovating some of our nature center.

One of the biggest improvements?  A new and improved sea turtle treatment and surgery room!  Thanks to the 
City of Boca Raton’s Municipal Services Department and the talented Gumbo Limbo team members, construction 
was completed on the room in January!  In fact, we completed our very first on-site sea turtle surgery just a few 
weeks ago!

Previously, patients would have to travel for surgeries to be completed by our staff offsite at the animal care 
complex at the Palm Beach Zoo and local veterinary clinics.  This is not only great news for us, but great news for 
the sea turtles we rehabilitate as we can complete their entire treatment, if surgery is needed, right here at Gumbo 
Limbo Nature Center.

Support Gumbo Limbo

Adopt A Turtle
It can be tough to find the perfect gift... but look no further!  Consider giving the gift of charity to those you care 
about.  Hatchling or resident sea turtle "adoptions" available at GumboLimbo.org/Adopt.

Pave the Way
An engraved paver at Gumbo Limbo is a personalized way to show your support for our mission.  Find out how you 
can help pave the way at GumboLimbo.org/Pave-The-Way.

The Gumbo Limbo Gift Shop
Friends of Gumbo Limbo has worked hard at a complete overhaul of our store, with a strong focus on sustainable 
and recycled products.  We're thrilled to announce our new online store, where you can shop from the safety of 
your own home while still supporting Gumbo Limbo!  ShopGumboLimbo.org.  Once we are able to open again, you'll 
be welcome in a store that will allow appropriate social distancing measures to ensure your safety.

Get Social With Us!

Facebook
Gumbo Limbo Nature Center, Inc

Twitter
@GumboLimboNC

#LoveGumboLimbo

#LoveBocaRaton
Boca Raton Recreation

City of Boca Raton Government

Instagram
gumbolimbonaturecenter

YouTube
Gumbo Limbo Nature Center

http://GumboLimbo.org/Adopt
http://GumboLimbo.org/Pave-The-Way
http://ShopGumboLimbo.org
https://www.facebook.com/GumboLimboNatureCenter
https://twitter.com/GumboLimboNC
https://www.instagram.com/gumbolimbonaturecenter/
https://www.youtube.com/user/GumboLimboNC
https://www.facebook.com/BocaRecreation
https://www.facebook.com/BocaRatonCity/
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Gumbo Limbo Nature Center
Hours & Information

 
 

 
 

 
 

We remain closed due to the COVID-19 pandemic.  The Boardwalk is open 7:30 am - sunset with access 
from Red Reef Park West parking lot.  Check gumbolimbo.org for updates.

General Information (561) 544-8605  ·  Volunteer (561) 544-8538
Friends of Gumbo Limbo (561) 544-8608  ·  Gift Shop (561) 544-8610

1801 North Ocean Boulevard, Boca Raton, Florida 33431
gumbolimbo.org

Suggested donation of $5 per person.
Your donations go to Gumbo Limbo Nature Center, Inc. to support Gumbo Limbo Nature Center, 

including, but not limited to, feeding the animals, purchasing supplies and services for the 
Sea Turtle Rehabilitation Program, and creating exhibits.

City of Boca Raton Recreation Services Staff

Administration & Operations

Recreation Services Director - Michael Kalvort, CPRE

Deputy Recreation Services Director - Michelle Zimmer, CPRP

Manager - Leanne Welch

Volunteer Coordinator - Rebecca Germany

Environmental Program Coordinator - Kristin Child

Community Events Assistant - Kayla Caldwell

Aquarium

Senior Aquarist - Keith Herman

Aquarist - Bryan Danson

Education

Environmental Program Coordinator - Susan Elliott

Science Educator - Christie Collins

Science Educator - Alyssa Saldarriaga

Environmental Educator - Frankie Gorora

Exhibits

Exhibits Coordinator - Cory Keester-O’Mills

Exhibits Intern - Winston Miller

Facilities Maintenance

Maintenance Supervisor III - Reed Benardo

Custodian - Kevin Addison

Groundskeeper - Cary Boudreau

Sea Turtle Conservation

Sea Turtle Conservation Coordinator - David Anderson

Marine Turtle Specialists - 
Lisa Esposito, Angela Field, Carlee Jackson, 

Kylea Perrin, Heather Seaman

Sea Turtle Rehabilitation

Sea Turtle Rehabilitation Coordinator - Whitney Crowder

Sea Turtle Rehabilitation Assistant - Caitlin Bovery

Sea Turtle Rehabilitation Assistant - Emily Mirowski

Gumbo Limbo Nature Center, Inc.

Staff

Executive Director - John Holloway

Business Manager - Pam Mulcahy

Operations Coordinator - Lara Howrey

Retail Operations Coordinator - Jean Deluca

Gift Shop Sales Associate - Brittnie Funez

Board of Trustees

President - Jim Miller

Vice President - Manjunath Pendakur

Secretary -Susan Walker

Treasurer - Sheila Reinken

Board Members - 
Jose Barrera, Connie Chiarra, 

Robyn Morigerato, Keith Rizzardi, 
Stella Robyn, Andrew Rubin, 

Matthew Thompson, Darlene Ward

http://www.gumbolimbo.org
http://www.gumbolimbo.org
https://www.gumbolimbo.org/general-donations
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